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KNPE 338/3.0 – Exploring Healthy Active Urban Communities 2020 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

The goal of this course is to explore the interconnections between active living, natural spaces and the 
built urban environment, with an emphasis on active transportation, outdoor recreational activities, 
civic ecology, urban parks and green spaces, land use and public policy. Students will participate in an 
expedition-style learning experience, spending a week living, traveling and learning together as a group. 
This is an experiential course of study whereby students will engage with a variety of community 
members, leaders, elders and activists, as well as partake in an array of outdoor and physical activities. 
 
KNPE 338 is an experiential course of study that will take place prior to the start of term 1, and conclude 
in early November. Students will participate in a 7-day learning expedition to Toronto, Ontario. We will 
travel by foot, bicycle, bus, streetcar, subway and train—camping in tents each evening, and preparing 
meals for each other during the entirety of the trip. The journey will take us along a planned route, 
where each day we will encounter a variety of community members (prearranged meetings), as well as 
visit different parks and public lands, conservation areas, urban gardens, and private enterprises (also 
prearranged). Students will participate in a series of predetermined activities (e.g., shinrin-yoku, 
canoeing, orienteering, cycling, hiking, etc). 
 
There will be a pre-excursion preparation and packing morning in Kingston, then the class will travel by 
VIA Rail and GO Train to the Rogue National Urban Park in Toronto’s east end, and will then travel across 
the city core walking, hiking, biking and camping at various sites including Glen Rogue CA, Snake Island, 
Fort York, Indian Line CA. This will be an active learning experience, wherein students will be required to 
immerse themselves and fully commit to the course through a variety of physical 
activities/environmental challenges and engaging with a number of guest presenters/community 
members. 
 
The course dates will be from Wednesday, September 2nd until Wednesday September 9th. Sessions 
will start at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday September 2nd in KHS 202 for a prep-trip information and 
preparation morning. All students will depart for the trip from the SKHS Building at noon on Wednesday 
September 2nd and return to campus on Wednesday September 9th at 1:00 p.m. 
 
The course instructor and the School of Kinesiology and Health Studies ask that students refrain from 
consuming alcohol or cannabis for the duration of the learning expedition. Students are advised that 
refusing this request will result in dismissal from the trip and possible disciplinary action being taken. It 
is expected that all students will respect and comply with this request. 

 



CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT LIST 
 
While there are a few extreme exceptions… I believe that there is no such thing as bad weather, 
only unprepared campers. And so, good preparation anticipates the possibility of widely varying 
weather conditions. The following list should help. 
 
Essentials 
 
The following personal items will be required: 
 
Socks 
Underwear 

T-Shirts 
Long sleeved shirts 

Sweatshirt/fleece sweater 
Long pants 
Bathing suit 
Hat (preferably with a full brim for sun 
protection) 
1 pair of running shoes 
1 pair of waterproof boots or an old pair of 
running shoes that can get wet 
1 pair of camp footwear (sandals or crocs)  
Toque (for sleeping outdoors if cool) 
Towel  
Soap/shampoo 
Brush/comb 
Toothbrush/toothpaste 
Sunscreen 
Insect repellent 
Personal hygiene items/medications 
Ear plugs/sleep mask 

Flashlight 
Sleeping Bag 
Sleeping Pad 
Camp pillow 
Small day pack backpack 
Rainwear 
Bicycle Helmet 
Large Backpack or duffle bag (to carry your 
sleeping bag, clothing, and personal hygiene 
items on trip) 
Water Bottle (litre size) 
Blank (unlined) journal, such as a hardcover 
sketchbook type used by artists 
A variety of pens, markers, and brushes 
and/or a small watercolour paint set 
Personal Communication and Recording 
Technology and Audio Headphones  
(cellphones, tablets, digital cameras)

 
Optional items include: 
 
Sunglasses 
Folding Camp Chair 
Musical Instrument 
 
Please do not feel that you must purchase new camping equipment specifically for this trip. If 
there is an essential item listed above that you do not own, or cannot borrow from a family 
member or friend, please let me know. I have a small collection of camping equipment to share, 
and can hopefully outfit those of you that are missing an item. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions and/or concerns leading up to 
our trip. 



General Information on Clothing 
Many synthetic materials made for camping and outdoor use are expensive, particularly if 
they are only used for camping or a specific trip a few times a year. Many items can be found 
inexpensively at second hand stores or army surplus stores (they often have wool clothing).  
You should expect that all gear that comes on a trip will get dirty and be subject to hard use.  
Keep this in mind when choosing your gear. Avoid cotton if you can. 
 
Clothing for Hot Weather 
Most days on trip, students will be more comfortable in the following:  a sun hat (ball cap), a T-
shirt (usually cotton, sleeves are needed to prevent burnt shoulders), fast drying (nylon) shorts 
which can double as swim suit, wool socks (which stay warm when wet and dry faster than 
cotton), running shoes (1 pair to wear during the day and 1 dry pair to wear in camp at night). 
 
Clothing for Colder Weather 
It can get cold enough on trip that you will need to wear a toque, many layers on your top 
(long underwear, a T-shirt, sweaters/fleeces, a windbreaker and rain coat), long underwear 
bottoms, wind pants and rain pants, wool socks and running shoes at all the same time! 
 
Raincoats vs Wind Breakers 
Ideally you need both on a camping trip.  Raincoats are designed to keep you dry in rain.  Wind 
gear is meant to be worn as an outer layer to keep you warm, not necessarily dry. It can be 
useful in all seasons. The wind gear may be optional. Both rain and wind gear should fit loosely 
enough so many layers of clothing can fit under them and not restrict your movement.  If these 
are too big it can also be difficult. You should try on all your layers with your raincoat and wind 
clothes at home before trip. 


